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Foreword
from the chair

- Alan Hopking

Beautiful autumn leaves line the roads. Fresh gorse flowers are
bright. Starlings flock and swirl.
Welcome to the Autumn edition of the newsletter. We’re heading
towards a Christmas like no other before it. As I write, England is
about to go into its second lockdown of the year. We are all trying
to come to terms with Covid. It has caused disruption, division and
damage to all our lives. All FOSM events have been cancelled, and
will be onwards, to February at least.
Within FOSM we have had to adapt. We’ve had online Zoom
committee meetings. Recently we even had a virtual online
AGM, which turned out to be very successful. And it enabled the
attendance of a new member, Mimi Lewellen from the USA. Mimi
is the great niece of Dorothy Baker, who saved the Marsh from
development back in the day. It was wonderful to meet her.
Meanwhile, as we self-isolate, we should all try to get outdoors,
onto the Marsh if possible, to breathe the fresh air, see and hear the
visiting birds, and feel inspired by nature. Hopefully it won’t be long
before we can meet up with our friends again.
Have a blessed Christmas.

Alan
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Warden’s
Snippets

- Robin Harley

BCP Council update
The Countryside Team is unchanged and currently still covering the
Christchurch area only pending restructure, which has been delayed
due to Covid. As with last year, this has meant that the team has
been based locally (rather than at Moors Valley) so we have been
better able to deal with issues and spend more time on all sites. We
are starting to work more out of our old office at Steamer Point.

Impact of Covid19
As with all aspects of all of our lives this has been quite extreme.
From having to close the Visitor Centre, delay surveys and cancel
all events, to team members being redeployed to help the Together
We Can scheme during lockdown and a huge increase in site visitors
and watercraft - these have not been normal times. The team and
our excellent volunteer wardens have done our best to cope with
issues as they arose, although there were some stressful periods of
extreme disturbance. Life on site has thankfully settled down now
and in terms of wildlife impact hopefully we are heading back towards some sort of normality.

Birds

Egg-laying attempts were made this year by three pairs of oystercatchers, possibly due to the very quiet period at the start of lockdown, but unfortunately these all failed despite our best efforts to
give them a good chance. One nest appears to have been washed
out and at least one of the others was lost due to foxes.

Ponies
Nigel the stallion has remained on site and all 14 mares produced
foals in the main herd. The annual round-up will take place soon and
all foals will be removed. Dodo, the oldest mare is also due to be retired from site. We can expect new foals next spring. The ponies on
Priory Marsh will also all be removed within the next month.
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Seats
A number of new rustic oak seats have appeared on site, two of
which were kindly funded by FOSM and are already proving popular. The seat dedicated to Dorothy Baker was also restored and replaced.

Bridges
Bridge repairs and replacements have been ongoing with further
works planned over the winter.

Countryside Stewardship Works
The new stock fence around Priory Marsh was completed in time for
the start of the grazing season. This includes two new gates which
form links to adjacent land, including Riversmeet Meadow.
The much delayed scrape and ditch works finally took place in September when the site was suitably dry. These works were part funded by a donation from FOSM of £1,000 (plus contributions from
CHOG and Dorset Bird Club). Works entailed increasing the size of
the small pool in front of the visitor centre and creating a larger
(20m x 30m) scrape to the north of Crouch Hill. This is linked to
Mother Siller’s Channel and rises and falls depending on tidal state.
Once mud invertebrates are established it should attract waders,
although the main beneficiaries so far have been kingfishers. A final
piece of work was to restore a ditch close to the Iron Boat. This in
turn links to a pool on Central Marsh and is also linked to a freshwater input from Purewell Stream.

Riversmeet Meadow Update
Covid also impacted works on this site but the boundary fence is
now largely up, a new wildlife pond has very recently been installed,
and new trees and hedges planted. This area continues to provide
a very useful additional area for a range of uses, including walking
dogs off-lead, which in turn helps protect and reduce disturbance
on the Marsh. We are trying to maximise benefits to wildlife through
sensitive mowing and a number of new species are already starting
to colonise. The next main project is the installation of a circular
path, which should take place next spring.
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Profusion of
Plants

- Sheila Richards and Ann Blofield

It appears that plants do not have collective names as animals do,
for example ‘A parliament of owls’, so we have had fun conjuring up
a few

Garden plants:
- A flurry of snowdrops
- A tiptoeing of tulips
- A salutation of sunflowers
- A galaxy of cosmos

Wild plants:
- An enchantment of bluebells
- A spread of buttercups
- A blistering of stinging nettles
- A wave of flag iris
- A kingdom of king cups
- A succulence of samphire
- A grazing of sheep’s sorrel

Trees:
- A frustration of monkey puzzle trees
As a light-hearted diversion in these strange times, perhaps you
might like to spend some time thinking of funny or apt versions
for these or other plants, shrubs or trees and send them in to us we could include some in our next newsletter. Please email Sheila
Richards or Ann Blofield (email addresses on back page) with your
contributions.
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Biting Gnats

- Ann Blofield

You have probably been stung by a biting gnat at sometime while
walking on the Marsh, or when wandering through a swarm at dusk.
Annoying, yes, but they are amazing insects and are found throughout
the world. Most species have a very short life span, during which
they exist in four forms; egg, larva, pupa and adult, all within six
weeks! During this time, their life style changes from living in water
to flying in air and resting on land, albeit on a human arm or the
heads of cattle.
There are 30 different species of biting gnat or mosquitoes in Britain
including Anopheles, Aedes and Culex and the following gives a short,
general account of their life cycle. Life begins when the female lays
100 to 300 eggs, singly or in raft-like structures, in slow-flowing
water or in very damp areas such as holes in trees or large puddles.
Hatching within forty-eight hours, the resulting aquatic larvae moult
several times as they grow. Feeding is a strange procedure, by which
algae and particles of organic matter are filtered out of the water by
the whirling around of a pair of mouth brushes situated in the front
of the head. The collected food is then passed to the mouth - all
this rather resembles a road sweeper! Breathing is through siphons
on the head, these are extensions of the breathing tubes at the side
of the body and project above the water allowing the exchange of
gases. This stage lives for about seven to ten days before changing
into the pupa. Because of their rather jerky movements, they are
often referred to as ‘wrigglers’.
The pupa, sometimes also known as a ‘tumbler’, is comma shaped
and its swimming is helped by a pair of fins at the rear end of the
body. Breathing is again via small breathing siphons or trumpets.
The pupa does not feed. During the next one to three days further
development takes place. Air is then ingested which expands the
abdomen forcing it to split open releasing the adult which emerges
head first.
The adults are rather slender flies with long legs and antennae which
are very hairy in the male. The two forewings are held horizontally
over the body while at rest, while the hind pair are reduced to very
small structures called halteres. Food consists of plant nectar and
honeydew.
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Mating takes place when the gnats gather in clouds, often at dusk.
Strangely, in some species, the female requires a blood meal before
she can lay viable eggs, obtained from either birds or mammals
including cattle, horses and man. The long proboscis is modified
for piercing and sucking and is made up of two tubes, one of which
releases a sticky irritating secretion which contains an anticoagulant,
while the other sucks up blood. We may not enjoy their company
and some species are notorious in the spread of certain diseases
such as malaria and yellow fever, but their life is a very interesting
one, as well as food for thought in that so much is accomplished in
so short a time!

Gnat larvae and pupa

Gnat pupa

Gnat adult - Photos taken by Ann Blofield
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Detective Work
in the Garden

- Tony Wickham

Back in the late Spring, just as we were all being confined to home, I
started noticing a few tell-tale signs of different wildlife around the
garden, and for once had enough time on my hands to dig a little
deeper (no pun intended). I’d spotted a few droppings that were
hedgehog size, and some a bit bigger that I attributed initially to
foxes, but a poke into them with a stick revealed some crunched-up
black beetle shells, which I thought a bit unusual. There was also
some evidence of attempts to dig holes in the lawn, something I
hadn’t seen before.
All the visits seemed to be happening at night, and despite trying
to catch a glimpse of the visitors in the late evening, bed always
beckoned before anything happened. Then I happened to re-read
Paul Turton’s article in the July newsletter about using trail cameras
to get pictures of Marsh wildlife. I treated myself to an entry-level
camera and a set of rechargeable batteries. All that was left was to
dig out an old microSD card and I was ready to go on safari. To be
honest I wasn’t expecting a lot from a device that cost less than £50,
but you’ve got to start somewhere.
The first morning revealed a collection of the local moggies on
the prowl and some birdlife at dawn. But leaving-out a handful of
hedgehog kibble soon changed all that, and day two revealed the
first hedgehog and a fox cub. Subsequent nights and word had got
round the local fox community, so parents and a sibling joined in, as
well as a second hedgehog. The quality of pictures was remarkably
good , so I moved onto capturing thirty-second bursts of video rather
than just still images – an advantage of this is that you get very good
quality sound as well.
Early in July the mystery digger (and probably the beetle-muncher)
made his first appearance on film. A youngish badger, which didn’t
seem at all fazed at being in a suburban garden at least two hundred
yards from his sett (I learned the location later). From the time
stamps on the film it was obvious he always ventured out only after
the street lights were extinguished at 1 a.m.
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So all through the summer I recorded the nocturnal goings-on, and
saw a side to the garden I’d known little about. In addition, to help
me understand some of the activity of the film stars, I took the time
to read up more about their behaviour, which was often an eyeopener. And there were changes over the weeks – as it got warmer
bats and moths got in on the act, and even insects, snails or slugs got
recorded (the detector on the camera is obviously VERY sensitive). I
watched a young fox learn why sniffing a hedgehog is a bad idea, fox
siblings bickering loudly over food, and even our cat leaving them in
no doubt whose territory it was. During the May dawns the birdlife
was very lively (and loud). My only worry is that at some point in
late July the hedgehogs disappeared – I fear the badger might have
taken more than a passing interest in them, though it could be just
that they continually lost the battle for the food supply and moved
elsewhere.
In summary, it was £50 very well-spent, and what I thought would
just be an impulse purchase to alleviate lockdown turned out to
be a new window on the wildlife in the area. If I can find secludedenough spots in forests, the camera might be spending some nights
away from home soon. If you’re interested, the camera I bought is a
Victure HC100, though there are loads of similar models out there.

Photos by Tony Wickham
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Snakes Alive!

- Sheila Richards

This summer we welcomed a rare visitor to our garden pond - a
Barred grass snake (Natrix helvetica). Unfortunately, I only managed
to get a couple of photos of its head as it was very shy. I did see the
rest of it briefly though as it slithered over vegetation into the water,
and noted the green/brown colour and the dark markings along its
side. Our pond is on the verge of becoming a bog garden these days,
so perhaps is an ideal habitat for this elusive snake. (Clearing out
some of the vegetation will be a maintenance job for the winter
when damsel and dragonfly larvae will be deeper in the water and
frogs and newts hibernating somewhere in the garden).
In 2017 the UK and western European Grass snake was reclassified
as Natrix helvetica, a separate species to that of central and eastern
Europe, Natrix natrix, being found to be significantly different in
appearance. Grass snakes are non-venomous, and are the UK’s
longest snake, growing to 3 feet and over. I think our visitor was
over 2 feet long. They like wetland habitats, also woodlands, dry
grassland, and gardens with a pond, and live from 15 to 25 years.
There is a lack of information on population numbers in the UK (no
grass snakes in Scotland or Ireland) but they are protected under the
Wildlife and Countryside Act of 1981 in that it is illegal to injure or
kill them.

photo by Woodlands Trust

They use their well-developed forked tongues to taste the air in order
to locate their food, and feed on amphibians, fish, small mammals
and birds, which they swallow whole. A few days after spotting the
snake, I was sitting by the pond watching a couple of frogs, when one
suddenly plopped down with a splash and then just as suddenly shot
right out onto the grass beside me. I think it might just have had a
lucky escape from being a lunchtime treat for our visitor, which I saw
again soon after! I do hope some of the frogs and newts in our pond
have survived its visit. I remember several sightings of grass snakes
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on Stanpit Marsh years ago, and there may still be a population there,
but although searches are carried out, there have been no recorded
sightings since 2010. They have not been seen in the Visitor Centre
garden for many years either, but there is a compost heap there as a
potential hibernation site for grass snakes and hedgehogs.
Throughout their life all snakes
periodically shed their skin. This is
linked to growth, weather and stage
of life. Grass snakes might be seen
basking in the sun first thing in the
morning to keep their bodies warm,
and particularly like warm compost
heaps which is where, as the UK’s only
egg-laying snake, they might lay their
eggs. They lay 30-40 eggs in June to
July which hatch in late summer. In
a compost heap is also where they
might hibernate, or in a pile of leaves
or logs, also in tree root systems
and rabbit warrens, somewhere
that doesn’t freeze. (A good reason
to have garden compost heaps in photo by Sheila Richards
addition to compost bins then - this can possibly help dwindling
numbers and encourage slow worms and hedgehogs as well.) We
have plenty of areas for wildlife in our garden, including mole and
rat runs, so our visitor might possibly have stayed for a while, even
though I haven’t seen it again. I shall be very careful from October
to April when tidying the garden just in case it decided to hibernate
here.

A Sparrowhawk drops in
- John Barry Rossell

A bird of prey took a rock dove on our front drive in mid October.
We were able to stand about 10-15 ft away from it watching and
photographing it for about 20 mins. Unfortunately the feathers it
plucked made quite a lot of mess. We were at first uncertain about
whether to try to save the dove or let the bird of prey eat its fill.
After some deliberation and debate we decided to let nature take
its course.
At first we had great difficulty identifying the bird, even though we
have been birdwatchers for nearly 50 years, but eventually decided
it was a juvenile sparrowhawk. Our problem arose because both of
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our field guides give full detail of
male and female birds of prey, but
scant detail of juveniles. I eventually
got confirmation from the RSPB to
whom I sent a selection of photos.
The sparrowhawk had a good meal
before it flew off, leaving a mangled
carcass behind. This disappeared
after a couple of hours and we think
a local cat took it.

A Few Fungi

photo by John Barry Rossell

- Sheila Richards

Fungi come into their own at this time of year and are important in
environmental terms, as they aid the growth of trees and are agents
of decay and in recycling nutrients.

Pleated inkcap Coprinellus impatiens

Sulphur tuft Hypholoma fasciculare

Jelly ear Auricularea auricula-judae

Stinkhorn Phallus impudicus

Conical brittlestem Parasola conopi-

Photos by Sheila Richards
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A Present for Avril

- Nina Blake

Our dear friend Avril La Breche retired from the committee this
year and we wanted to show our appreciation for her dedicated
hard work for FOSM over the last thirty years. Avril had been at the
heart of FOSM for so many years and held the offices of Chairman,
Vice Chairman, and Treasurer several times over. There are so many
stories she can tell.
It was important to find a gift that Avril would really enjoy - a statue
or bird table for the garden seemed a good idea. After scouring the
garden centres for something appropriate for a nature-lover nothing
quite hit the spot until I came across Oscar, a young man who carved
animal sculptures. So the choice was made, a lovely wooden owl
statue standing on a wooden perch which could live indoors or in
the garden.
Normally, we would have had a presentation at the visitor centre
during a coffee morning. However, with the current Coronavirus
restrictions, the presentation was downsized and Avril was
presented with the owl at Ann Blofield’s home, where Avril, Ann and
myself, (suitably socially-distanced) enjoyed a good chat about old
times over a cup of tea and cream cake. Avril was delighted with
her owl and it will spend its days in a special place in her home. A
commemorative photo was taken but unfortunately I caught Avril as
she blinked - I should have taken a spare!
Thank you Avril, for
the friendship and the
laughter, but most of
all, for your enthusiastic
commitment to FOSM
for so many years. Very
best wishes from all
your FOSM friends.

photo by Nina Blake
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2020 Events report

– Nina Blake

What a year 2020 has been so far - a global pandemic putting paid to
enjoyment of our usual events and activities.
In February we had a very successful and enjoyable quiz with record
numbers attending this popular event. Little did we know that this would
be our last proper social gathering of the year for FOSM! Then in March, as
news of the Coronavirus became known, we had our first and last talk of the
year, a very interesting talk about the Pirates of Britain. A week later came
the national lockdown.
Since March we’ve all faced uncertain times and FOSM events, along with
so many other normal activities ceased and we stayed at home. In early
September, as restrictions eased a little, we were able to hold an impromptu
socially-distanced outdoor coffee morning on Stanpit recreation ground.
Eighteen members, bringing their own chairs and drink, were able to meet
safely and enjoy a coffee and a chat in the sunshine. Unfortunately, because
the government’s rule of six for social gatherings came in the following
week we’ve not been able to have any more gatherings. Sadly we will not
be able to hold our usual Christmas events this year.
Looking into 2021, when hopefully life will get back to normal, we have
some events planned. There are talks booked for March and May, and in
April we’ll have a guided walk on the Marsh. Also in April hopefully we
can celebrate spring with a special Easter coffee morning with a raffle and
Easter eggs.
Our very best wishes for Christmas and the New Year to all our FOSM family.
Keep safe and well and we look forward to seeing you in 2021

CHOG Calendar 2021
There seems to be quite a bit of overlap in the memberships of FOSM
and CHOG (Christchurch Harbour Ornithological Group), and many FOSM
members have a keen interest in the resident and visiting birds on the
Marsh, so hopefully this link to the 2021 CHOG calendar will prove useful:
https://www.chog.org.uk/Pages/Calendar2021.htm
Knowing the standard of photography among CHOG members, it should be
well worth a look.
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Cover photo: assorted birds
October 2020
Taken by Tony Wickham

The Friends of Stanpit Marsh is an association formed in 1983 to help preserve the
Marsh for wildlife and people. FOSM have a programme of events such as guided
walks, talks, films and social gatherings

www.friendsofstanpitmarsh.org.uk

